


How we are

Since 1957, we have created, designed and manufactured unique items using solid wood. 

We combine traditional craftsmanship, passion, innovation, expertise,

knowledge of topic and context in which they are located.

Through our projects, we create unique experiences

that find their highest expression in the restaurant world,

the wines preservation and the “Bien Vivre”.



Skilled craftsman, expert in wood world,

recognized connoisseur and good food

and good wine lover, Remo Pasquini has become, 

over the years, a key figure in the furniture design 

for gourmet cuisine and wine storage 

and preservation.

His passion has transformed the corporate DNA 

that lives in products and achievements

that he designs.

Remo Pasquini



Mission

We imagine and build lasting ideas, which through the wood,

take shape inside of the finest local and the best wineries in the world.

We know the needs of our customers and the environment where the consumers move. 

We interpret with unique and personalized achievements,

the values of the local custom or of the labels to keep.



Passion

Curiosity

Quality

A passion for woodworking art craft, 

combined with a passion for wines

and tasting and conservation locations. 

Curious, creative and innovative.

We travel and we always look around. 

We are surprised by the nature beauty 

and we aspire to it for new creations.

The choice of highest quality

precious woods, manufactured with

eco-friendly techniques,

for a long lasting  and timeless products.

Concreteness

We must respect the times:

for us, method and creativity are two 

certain points.

Values



1. ON SITE DETECTIONS

2. PERSONALIZED CONSULTATIONS

3. INTERIOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

4. RESTORATION AND MAINTENANCE

5. ON AND AFTER SALES ASSISTANCE

Services



The “Bottega Pasquini Marino” personalized 

working enrich the environments of some of 

the most renowned clubs and restaurants in Italy 

and abroad. The robustness of the solid wood

is joined to the color to create modern

and informal environments that enhance the visitor 

sensory experience. The furnishings are designed 

to be elegant and refined, without, of course,

forget their functionality.

The artisanal component ensures a product with 

extremely high quality standards,

while the furniture clean lines make guests 

confortable.

Personalized working
PLACES



The passion for wood is intertwined with 

the good wine cult. Each expert knows that 

the position in which a bottle is maintained, 

together with moisture, place light and vibration, 

assumes a key role in its conservation.

The awareness of the critical factors related 

to aging of the various types of wine

and the experience in cellar bottle conservation, 

made the “Bottega Pasquini Marino” a reference 

unique point for those working in this sector

and for wine lovers.

Personalized working
CELLARS



The objects created by the 

“Bottega Pasquini Marino” are the result of a 

careful selection of wood and other materials, 

combined with carefully crafted for details.

The passion for wood is combined with that one, 

for the design: every object has a practical function, 

but does not give up aesthetics research.

Each element is designed to combine the wood 

warmth to the modern design simple lines.

Personalized working
OBJECTS



SOME
ACHIEVEMENTS ...



PLACE

Description: 
Wood furnishings

Year of completion: 
2013

What was achieved: 
Fully furnished

Materials used: 
Wood Fir

Restaurant Cafeteria 
“Tapasotto” (Verona)



PRIVATE CELLAR

Descrizione: arredo composto da mobili 

Private Cellar
(Verona)

Description:
Furniture consists in furniture wine rack, 

Sparkling wines poupitres and table

Year of construction:  
2013

What was achieved:  
furniture

Materials used: 
Wood Spruce brushed and aged



OBJECTS

From the furnishings tailored to home objects
and toys, from ham gripes to storage wines

furniture and cellars, platters and trays.

The “Bottega Pasquini Marino” offers all unique, 
customizable, personalized, exclusive,

in solid wood items.
Absolutely hand made.



www.pasquinimarino.it
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